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* 20+ Literature Production Centres in NT during 
bilingual education era 1973-2000s  
* Interesting and significant stories in 25+ Australian 
Indigenous languages  
* Books in many places are being lost, damaged or 
destroyed – need for preservation 
* Reconnect materials to communities of origin 
 
 Living Archive 
*ARC LIEF funding for  
collaboration between 
Charles Darwin University, 
NT Dept Education, 
Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary 
Education, NT Library, 
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 Current status of archive 
* 3450 items uploaded to repository 
*Awaiting permission to make public 
* 1700+ items publicly accessible online (50%) 
*Digitised, OCRed, metadata checked 
*Over 500 items in progress 
*Digitised and awaiting OCRing, etc 
*More books awaiting digitisation 
*   
 
 Accessing the materials 
* PDF files 
* Preservation TIFF files 
*Unicode text files 
* some audio & ebooks 
*Open access 
*Creative Commons 3.0  
   
 
 LAAL Reader app 
*Mobile app for offline access/bulk download 
 
 
 Four strands for 2014-15 
* Expanding and engaging the archive 




* Sustainability beyond end 2015 
* Permission from authorities 
 
 
 1. Search and Rescue 
* Extending beyond books produced in 
bilingual education programs 
* 200+ items identified so far  
*Working with Batchelor CALL collection 
*More texts sought – with permission 
* Filling gaps on map 
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 2. Community Engagement 
* Testing API for users 
to upload, edit or 
delete items within 
the LAAL collection 
*Getting permission 
from creators of 
materials 
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 3. Classroom Engagement 
*Competition in schools to 
create digital books 
 
* Inviting teachers & students to use materials 
*Working with educators and researchers on 
incorporating materials into Australian Curriculum 
 
 4. Academic engagement 
*Resource infrastructure for academic community 
* Promote usage of archive materials by researchers 
* Involve collaborations with Aboriginal authorities 
* Examples of current usage 
*Assessment tasks in Aboriginal Linguistics courses 
*Activities in Yolngu Studies course at CDU 
 
 
 How you can be involved 
* Follow us on social media  
*Use and encourage others to use the materials 
*Give feedback on archive, website, apps, etc. 
* Provide examples of usage of materials for website 
* Supply texts in NT languages 
* From theses, published grammars, unpublished 
*With permission from owners 
*   
 
 Social media 
* Sign up to our newsletter 
* https://www.facebook.com/laalanguages 
* https://twitter.com/living_archive 
   
www.cdu.edu.au/laal  
Email livingarchive@cdu.edu.au  

